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        Scarce Two-way Double (4 scenes)       51

THOMSON James ‘The Seasons’ London 1811, printed for Wilkie et al. 
170x110mm. 4 full page engrav-ings. Fine Regency binding in straight-
grained claret goat, spines with raised bands, extra-gilt decorated com-
partments, rolls and inner dentelles, a.e.g., no foxing, some discoloura-
tion to paste downs otherwise very good. Superb little period binding.
   Two-way double fore-edge painting, monogrammed by Frost with an 
authentication ticket
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CHOLMONDELEY-PENNELL ‘Fishing, Pike & other Coarse Fish’ 
(The Badminton Library series) 1886, London, Longmans, Green & Co, 
second edition, xv, 412pp, adverts, many llustrations.
Rebound in distinctive grained blue goat , gilt spine with bands, marbled 
endpapers, all edges gilt.

    Upright FEP of a pike breaching out of a lake surrounded by fishing tackle, 
monogrammed by Martin Frost with his authenticity ticket tipped in.

Pike fishing                               85

HEATHCOTE, TEBUTT ‘Ice Skating, FigureSkating, Curling’, 1892,
 Longmans, first edition, xiv, 464pp, adverts, llustrations by Whymper. 
Rebound smooth navy blue calf, gilt spine with bands, marbled endpapers, 
all edges gilt. Slight foxing, some browning, otherwise very good condition

     FEP of a victorian group on the ice from the Currier & Ives print 
monogrammed by Martin Frost with his authenticity ticket tipped in.

American skating /ice polo                  86
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Antiquarian Falconry title with   a full leather  cosway style binding                             93

COX and LASCELLES ‘Coursing and Falconry’ Badminton Library Series, 
London, Published Longmans, Green and Co, 1899. New edition, xiii, 433pp., 
2pp adverts.190 x 130mm, with b&w illustrations in text and full page plates.
Newly rebound in glossy black calf, hubbed spine, marbled endpapers, all 
edges gilded with a hand painted portrait of a Goshawk on a gloved fist set 
into the front board. Professional page repairs and slight browning otherwise 
in very good condition.     Protected in a matching solander box.
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Oliver GOLDSITH ‘The Vicar Wakefield’ 1843 pub in London by Van 
Voorst. 210 x150mm, illustrated by Mulready. Handsomely bound in full 
extra-gilt highgrain goat, all edges gilt. Some prelim foxing otherwise in supe-
rior condition and presented in a custom-made slipcase,
   Two way double Fore-edge painting shows a finely detailed view of London’s 
Regent Street in the mid 1800s on one fan , and a view of Hampton Court on the 
other.    Monogrammed by Martin Frost with his authenticity ticket tipped in 

             SCARCE TWO-WAY DOUBLE FEP   2 individual scenes from Victorian London             98
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New York streetscene                   113                Early railway FEP                  119

Alfred Lord LONGFELLOW ‘Works’ 1889 London, Frederick Warne, 
190x130mm, red ruled throughout, bound in tree calf, marbled eps, 
a.e.g. professional rebacked retaining original spine. Gilt tooling and 
edging a little rubbed, inked inscription to endpaper.
     Fore edge painting  of victorian New York , Broadway, with St Pauls, 
monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket tipped in.

William COWPER ‘Works’  London, 1816 volume 1 only. Full extra-
gilt straight grained goat , all edges gilt 210x140mm.  Customary foxing, 
owner’s stamp and ex libra ticket, small blemishes, otherwise very good.        
    Fore edge painting of Stockton & Darlington railway 1825 ,
monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket
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                                               Venetian beauty                            124                     

Henry LONGFELLOW ‘Works’, nd London, SPCK, Nimmo, 878pp, 
190x130mm original decorative vellum spine, cloth boards, later a.e.g. 
Very clean and in good condition .
 Fore edge painting of a romantic lute player on a venetian canal, mono-
grammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket tipped in.

For a 
price list of the 

books offered here 
please contact 
Martin Frost

at

martin.frost2@ntlworld.com

Copyright Martin Frost 2019
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Thomas Babington MACAULAY ‘Lays of Ancient Rome’, c.1900 
London, Routledge  256pp, 140 x 90mm  A later decorative  cloth 
covered binding with watersilk endpapers, later a.e.g. All in very 
good condition .
    Fore edge painting of  a view of mount Etna from across the Bay of 
Naples .  Monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket tipped in.

      Unique tapestry binding     with a Mount Etna Fore Edge Painting                                     137                    
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Elaborate Scott painting in superior binding         140                 

Sir Walter SCOTT ‘Miscellaneous  
Poems’, 1820 First edition, 
Archibald Constable, Edinburgh 511pp, 
220x140mm. Bound in original straight 
grained full leather, a.e.g. with minor 
scuffs and speckling.
 A superior example of Georgian extra 
gilt binding in very sound condition 
  Elaborate fore edge painting of  Scott’s 
portait flanked by views of Melrose Abbey, 
his home Abbotsbury and all set into a 
frame with scottish thistle motifs. 
Monogrammed by Frost with his authen-
ticity ticket tipped in.

Henry LONGFELLOW ‘Poetical 
Works’, 1890 London, Warne, Albion 
edition 530pp, 190x140mm. Original 
tree calf binding with handmarbled 
endpaper, a.e.g. Rebacked retaining 
the original spine, with minor leather 
loss to corners, otherwise clean and 
in good condition .
  Fore edge painting showing Paul 
Revere’s midnight ride after the poem 
by Longfellow, monogrammed by Frost 
with his authenticity ticket tipped in.

Paul Revere’s midnight ride, on an attractive binding     141                  
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The Bard with  London and Stratford scenes           144                

William SHAKESPEARE ‘Works’, 
The Oxford series edited by Craig, 
London, Frowde, 1904 London, 
1264pp, 200x130mm. portrait 
frontispeice. Original gold tooled 
art nouveau vellum spine, recent 
cloth boards and gilt page edges. 
Very good condition .
   Fore-edge painting of  his portrait 
flanked by the Globe theatre and 
Anne Cathaway’s cottage. 
Monogrammed by Frost with his 
authenticity ticket tipped in.

Eliza POLLARD ‘Greuze and 
Boucher’, 1904 London, Methuen, 
195pp, 150x110mm. portrait 
frontispiece. plus 29 plates 
Original art nouveau vellum 
spine, recent cloth boards and 
gilt page edges. Slight browning 
to vellum otherwise very good 
condition .

  Fore-edge painting of  a reclining 
and voluptuous Boucher nude, 
monogrammed by Frost with his 
authenticity ticket tipped in.

 Boudoir  scene after Boucher                      145                
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Elizabeth Barratt BROWNING ‘Poems’, 1904 London, Frowde, 
667pp, 190x130mm. portrait frontispiece. Original art nouveau 
vellum spine and corners, recent cloth boards and gilt page edges , 
slight browning to vellum otherwsie very good condition .

    Composite fore-edge painting of  the poet’s portrait flanked 
by views of Florence
Monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket tipped in.

Elizabeth Barratt Browning and her beloved Florence        146                

Ralph Waldo Emerson  ‘English Traits’  nd  Frowde, London 160x 100mm. 
349pp. Vellum binding with extra gilt spine cloth boards. Bright gilt page 
edges hiding the FEP, all in good condition.
     Scene of  sado-masochistic  pleasures, monogrammed by Frost with 
     an authentification ticket.

Sado masochistic                         155
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Kenneth Grahame, ‘Wind in the Willows’ 2005 London, Folio Society, 
illustrated by Charles van Sandwyck, publisher’s decorated cloth binding 
and slipcase with all edges foiled in 23ct gold. 250x170mm.   
Slight waterblemish to top front cloth otherwise in mint condition       
     Vanishing Fore edge painting of scenes from the stories hidden under 
the gold foil, monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket

               Wind in Willows, the English classic with Sandwyck            illustrations in the Folio Society edition                       159

  S
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Paddle steamers on a fine vellum binding             160                      

H.W. LONGFELLOW ‘Poems’, 1901 Frowde, OUP  200x130mm,                            
portrait frontispeice, art nouveau 3/4 vellum binding, all edges 23ct gilt, 
in very good condition       
     Vanishing Fore edge painting of a midnight race on the Mississippi  
after Currier &Ives, monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket

Gilpin’s ride on a fine vellum binding             161                     

William COWPER ‘Poems’, 1905 Frowde, OUP  200x130mm, portrait 
frontispeice, 3/4 art nouveau vellum binding, all edges 23ct gilt, slight 
split to rear top hinge otherwise in very good condition       
     Vanishing Fore edge painting portrait with Gilpin’s Ride from the story 
within, monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket
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Kenneth GRAHAME ‘Wind in the Willows’, 1931 Methuen, 190 x130mm, 
Recent full calf binding with black leather roundel and labels, facsimile end-
papers, all edges 23ct gilt, pristine pages, in a matching protective solander 
box. Near mint condition  
     Binding and  vanishing fore edge painting with scenes from the story 
within,  monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket

Wind in the Willows , first edition   with the Shepard illustrations                                        162              
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     Classic Dickens masterpeice                   164                      

Charles DICKENS ‘Dombey&Son, 1903 London, Chapman, illus-
trations by Cruikshank, 705pp,  220x140mm, rebound in fine green 
goatskin, gilt spine with bands, 23ct gilt edges, marbled endpapers.
Very good condition
Composite vanishing fore edge painting after the illustrations within. 
Monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket tipped in.

      Both the classic Alices bound together                165                     

Lewis CARROLL ‘Alice in Wonderland & Through the looking glass, 
1961/1962, London, Folio Society, illustrations by Tenniel, 113,132pp,  
220x140mm.Rebound in claret calfskin, banded gilt spine with leather 
roundels set into the covers, 23ct gilt edges. Near mint condition
Vanishing fore edge painting after the celebrated Tenniel illustrations. 
Monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket tipped in.
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   Austen’s classic tale Pride & Prejudice                   166                     

Jane AUSTEN‘Pride & Prejudice’ 1975 London, 
Folio Society, woodcuts by Joan Hassall, extra gilt 
scarlet cloth spine with leather labels, decorated 
paper boards, 23ct a.e.g.  slipcase, all in near mint 
condition.
Vanishing fore edge painting scene from the tale, 
after the celebrated illustrator C.E.Brock and mon-
ogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket 

Harry Potter Philosopher’s Stone, Slytherin green         168 

J.K ROWLING, ‘Philosopher’s Stone’ 2017 London, Bloomsbury, 
Slytherin edition, hand bound in duo tone leather, all edges foiled in 
hologram stars. 200x130mm.   The book is in mint condition       
    Vanishing composite fore edge painting of H.P portraits under the starry 
foil, monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket
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                     Dickens’ Pickwick 1866                                169 

Charles DICKENS, ‘Pickwick Papers’ 1866 London, Chapman, illus-
trated by Phiz, professionally repaired retaining original extra gilt spine, 
marbled endpapers, 23ct gold edges, 220x140mm. Very good condition .     
     Vanishing composite fore edge painting, Dickens portrait and scene 
monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket

Jane Austen’s Emma                             170

Jane AUSTEN, ‘Emma’ 1975 London, Folio Society, extra gilt cloth 
spine with leather labels, decorated paper boards, woodcuts by Joan 
Hassall, all edges in 23ct gold.  The book is in mint condition       
      Fore edge painting of a J.A portrait with a scene from the story, 
 monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket tipped in.

  S
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Horace Hutchinson ‘Golf ’, 1892, Longmans, third edition, xiv, 469pp, 
190x130mm llustrations by Hodge, Furnace. Early 3/4 royal blue calf, gilt 
spine with bands, later marbled endpapers, all edges in 23ct gold, very 
clean text, some rubbing to the leather otherwise in very good condition
     FEP of a victorian golfing group picnicing, monogrammed by Martin 
Frost with his authenticity ticket tipped in.

1892 Victorian golfing party                  171

PRIVATE COMMISSION 2019
Blank wedding journal bound in full leather with printed presentation  
page, gilt monogrammed roundels and a custom made presentation box    

FEP of scenes relating to the wedding couple

Wedding Journal                  173

  S
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PRIVATE COMMISSION 2019
Blank wedding journal bound in full leather with printed presentation  
page, gilt monogrammed roundels and a custom made presentation box    

FEP of scenes relating to the wedding couple

Wedding Journal                  174
 Martin Frost 

was awarded an MBE in the 
2019 New Years Honours 

and the prestigious British 
Heritage Crafts Association 

 award for
Maker of the Year 

 acknowledging over 45 years            
   as a book decorator. 

	 	 	 	 v

      He continues to  lecture and offer   
    workshops to help sustain this very 
    special ‘vanishing’ British book art.
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Henry Wadsworth LONGFELLOW ‘Poetical Works, (circa 1905), pub-
lished Wells, London, 563pp, 190x130mm. portrait frontispeice. Original 
art nouveau vellum spine, later cloth covered boards and 23ct gilt edges. 
Page block cropped close to the text, otherwise in very good condition
     FEP of a NewEngland scene with native americans and a portrait of 
Longfellow, monogrammed by Martin Frost , his authenticity ticket tipped in.

Longfellow with native americans           175

Mathew ARNOLD ‘Poems’1909, Frowde, London, 460pp portrait 
frontispeice. Original art nouveau vellum spine, and corners, later 
cloth covered boards and all edges in 23ct gold. Slightest foxing 
otherwise very good condition
     FEP  portrait Arnold flanked by the school and the game, mono-
grammed by Martin Frost with his authenticity ticket tipped in.

Early Rugby scene                        176
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‘Pageant of English Poetry, 1909, published Frowde OUP, London, 
606pp, 200x130mm. portrait frontispeice. Original art nouveau        
vellum spine, later cloth covered boards and 23ct gold page edges.
Clean and in very good condition
     FEP of Regent Street, London with costumed characters of the period, 
monogrammed by Martin Frost with his authenticity ticket tipped in.

classic Victorian London scene          177

John Greenleaf WHITTIER‘Poems’, 1909, pub. Nimmo, Edinburgh, 
560pp, 190x120mm. portrait frontispeice. Recent full goatskin binding, 
extra gilt spine, all edges in 23ct gold, pristine condition     
   FEP of a riverside view of Boston harbour USA with costumed charac-
ters of the period, monogrammed by Martin Frost with his authenticity 
ticket tipped in.

classic Boston harbour scene          178
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Charles DICKENS ‘Martin Chuzzlewit’ 
‘Barnaby Rudge’, circa1880 , first Household 
edition, bound together, pub. Chapman 
Hall, London 423, 322pp, 250x190mm, nu-
merous illustrations by J.Barnard . 
Recent 3/4 goatskin binding, extra gilt spine, 
all edges in 23ct gold, excellent condition 
throughout 
   FEP portrait of the young Dickens with 
illustrations from each of the titles, mono-
grammed by Martin Frost with his 
authenticity ticket tipped in.

Two Dicken’s classics        bound together         179
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Sherlock Holmes selected stories            181

Arthur CONAN DOYLE ‘Sherlock Holmes Selected Stories’ 1997 
Folio Society, pictorial cloth binding, spine slightly faded, 23ct gilt 
edges, 220x140mm, near mint condition with slipcase.   
     Vanishing fore edge painting  of a Holmes portrait flanked by scenes 
from The Scandal Bohemia and The Bruce Partington affair, 
monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket tipped in

Philosopher’s Stone,Hogwart Express         182

J.K ROWLING, ‘Philosopher’s Stone’ 2017 London, Bloomsbury, 
Slytherin edition, hand bound in leather and cloth, all edges foiled in 
hologram stars. 200x130mm.   The book is in mint condition       
    Vanishing composite fore edge painting of Hogwart Express under the 
starry foil, monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket

  S
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Beatrix Potter complete works           183

Beatrix POTTER ‘complete works’ 2006, publisher’s cloth
binding, slip-case , 23ct gilt edges, 260x200mm,  Private Commision 
with a specially printed presentation page , all in mint condition
     Vanishing fore edge painting  inspired by the plates within, 
monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket tipped in

  S
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            The Philosopher’s Stone, portraits        184

J.K ROWLING, ‘Philosopher’s Stone’ 2017 London, Bloomsbury, 
Gryffindor edition, hand bound in real leather, all edges foiled in
hologram stars. 200x130mm.   The book is in mint condition       
    Vanishing composite fore edge painting of Hogwart portraits under the 
starry foil, monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket

  S
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     The Philosopher’s Stone, Dumbledore     185

J.K ROWLING, ‘Philosopher’s Stone’ 2017 London, Bloomsbury, 
Hufflepuff edition, hand bound in real leather, all edges foiled in
hologram stars. 200x130mm.   The book is in mint condition       
    Vanishing composite fore edge painting of Dumbledore under the 
starry foil, monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket

The Philosopher’s Stone, Hogwart Express    186

J.K ROWLING, ‘Philosopher’s Stone’ 2017 London, Bloomsbury, 
Ravenclaw edition, hand bound in real leather, all edges foiled in
hologram stars. 200x130mm.   The book is in mint condition       
    Vanishing composite fore edge painting of Hogwart Express under the 
starry foil, monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket

  S
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Philosopher’s Stone,Hogwart Express         187

J.K ROWLING, ‘Philosopher’s Stone’ 2017 London, Bloomsbury, 
Slytherin edition, hand bound in leather, all edges foiled in hologram 
stars. 200x130mm.   The book is in mint condition       
    Vanishing composite fore edge painting of Hogwart Express under the 
starry foil, monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket

  S
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                   The Prisoner of Azkaban                  188

J.K ROWLING, ‘Prisoner of Azkaban’ 2019 London, Bloomsbury, 
Hufflepuff edition, hand bound in real leather, all edges foiled in
hologram stars. 200x130mm.   The book is in mint condition       
    Vanishing fore edge painting of Hogwart ‘s Buckbeak , hidden under 
the starry foil, monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket

  S
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 Both the classic Alices bound together in leather          189                     

Lewis CARROLL ‘Alice in Wonderland & Through the looking glass, 
1961/1962, London, Folio Society, illustrations by Tenniel, 113,132pp,  
220x140mm. Rebound in green calfskin, banded gilt spine with leather 
roundels set into the covers, 23ct gilt edges. Near mint condition
Vanishing fore edge painting after the celebrated Tenniel illustrations. 
Monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket tipped in.

  S
old

H.G.Wells classics                               190                     

H.G.Wells ‘The Time Machine and Island of Dr Moreau’ 2004, London, 
Folio Society, illustrations by G. Baker Smith 262pp,  240x160mm. 
Original publisher’s pictorial blocked covers with 23ct gilt edges. 
Slip-case, all in mint condition
Vanishing fore edge painting with images from the two stories.
Monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket tipped in.   S

old
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          Romance of  travel  by coach and horses            191                  

OUTRAM TRISTRAM ‘Coaching Days, Coaching Ways’, 1893 London, 
Macmillan, illustrations by Thompson, 375pp, 190x130mm. Zaensdorf 
calf binding, elaborate gilt spine, marbled endpapers, 23ct gilt edges. 
Some foxing and blemishes to cover otherwise very good condition
Vanishing fore edge painting of an 1820 fast coach. 
Monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket tipped in.

Beatrix Potter complete works           192

Beatrix POTTER ‘complete works’ 2006, publisher’s cloth
binding, slip-case , 23ct gilt edges, 260x200mm, all in mint condition
Vanishing fore edge painting  inspired by the plates within, 
monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket tipped in
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   Red Dwarf                                           193                  

RED DWARF ‘Better than Life’   Private commission. 
Rebound in full leather with star hologram page edges concealing a 
fore edge painting of  the crew. 
Monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket tipped in.

  Pride & Prejudice,  the Jane Austen classic                194                

Jane AUSTEN ‘Pride & Prejudice’, PRIVATE COMMISSION 2006 Folio 
Society, illustrations by Puttapipat, 364pp, 230x160mm. Cloth spine with 
decorative printed paper boards, slip case 23ct gilt edges. Mint condition
Vanishing fore edge painting of the meeting of Elizabeth and Mr Darcy. 
Monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket tipped in.

  S
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Holy Bible ‘notes by John Brown’, 
undated, Glasgow, numerous plates 
and maps, 1167pp, 330x270mm. 
Extra-gilt leather binding 
(professionally rebacked) water 
silk endpapers, all edge gilt. Water 
stains and foxing to the pages, some 
entries in the family history prelims, 
otherwise good condition. 5.5kg

  Split double vanishing fore edge 
paintings of the Garden Eden 
and De Vinci’s Last Supper.
Monogrammed by Frost with his 
authenticity ticket tipped in.

                                          Massive Family Bible            Split Double                                195              
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  Peter Pan, Ardizzone illustrations                                      196    

Peter Pan (Hodder Stoughton edition) 1962 
Private commission. 

Rebound in full leather with 23ct gold page edges concealing a 
fore edge painting of  the characters from the tale. 

Monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket tipped in.
  S
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The Philosopher’s Stone, Dumbledore and Harry   197

J.K ROWLING, ‘Philosopher’s Stone’ 2017 London, Bloomsbury, 
Gryffindor edition, hand bound in real leather, all edges foiled in
hologram stars. 200x130mm.   The book is in mint condition       
    Vanishing composite fore edge painting of Hogwart portraits under the 
starry foil, monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket
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The Philosopher’s Stone,  Harry & Basilisk    198

J.K ROWLING, ‘Philosopher’s Stone’ 2017 London, Bloomsbury, 
Ravenclaw edition, hand bound in real leather, all edges foiled in
hologram stars. 200x130mm.   The book is in mint condition       
    Vanishing composite fore edge painting under starry edge foil, 
monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket

Thomas the Tank Engine                   199

Rev W. Awdry, ‘Thomas the Tank Engine, complete collection’ 1996, 
London, illustration endpapers, hand bound in real leather, panels 
inset into the boards, all edges in 23ct gold. 416pp, 290x230mm.   
Slight cockling to some leaves otherwise in near mint condition       
    Vanishing composite fore edge painting of Thomas, Henry and 
Skarloey, monogrammed by Frost with his authenticity ticket
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SHAKESPEARE’S, ‘Complete 
Works’ 1930, Oxford University 
Press,1352pp,190x140mm, india paper 
edition . 3/4 bound in diced calf with 
extra-gilt spine, all edges 23 ct gold. 
Minor marks to the boards, traces of a 
label removed from endpaper, otherwise 
in excellent condition   
    
    Split double vanishing fore edge paintings 
after Arthur Rackham’s Midsummer Nights 
Dream and The Tempest monogrammed by 
Frost with his authenticity ticket

Arthur Rackham,  Shakespeare    split double  FEP                                                      200


